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Cosmic-ray	spectrum	and	collider	energy
（D’Enterria et	al.,	APP,	35,98-113,	2011	）

FCC

Knee:	end	of	galactic	proton	CR

End	of	galactic	CR	and	
transition	to	extra-gal	CR

Ankle (GZK)	cutoff:	
end	of	CR	spectrum

LHCRHIC

Indirect	observation	through	air	shower

3Because	of	low	flux,	high-energy	CRs	are	observed	through	atmospheric	air	showers



Air	shower	observation	technic

4

Surface	detectors	=	single	layer	sampling	calorimeter
Fluorescence	detectors		=	total	absorption	calorimeter



3	key	observables	in	air	shower	
observations
• Energy	(spectrum)

• Acceleration	mechanism	at	source
• Propagation	in	the	interstellar	or	intergalactic	space	(photo-
pion	production,	photo-disintegration)

• Mass	(chemical	composition)
• Environment	of	the	source
• Photo-disintegration	in	the	propagation

• Direction
• Source	direction	(astronomy)
• Bending	and	diffusion	in	the	magnetic	field
• Rigidity	(E/Z)	dependence

5

Not	independent	each	other	
=>	source	and	propagation	scenario	to	explain	all	observations	is	required		



0g/cm2		;	top	of	the	atmosphere

Xmax

ex)	1017 eV	proton								14x1017 eV	proton					

observation	altitude

#	of	electrons												1	(norm.)																		>14																																																																	
#	of	muons																	1	(norm.)																		~14																											
Xmax log(1)	(norm.)											log(14)																							
Intensity	of	Fluor.					1	(norm.)																					14																													

Xmax

6

How	can	we	measure	energy	(E)	and	mass	(A)?



How	can	we	measure	energy	(E)	and	mass	(A)?

0g/cm2		;	top	of	the	atmosphere

XmaxXmax

ex)	1017 eV proton								14x1017 eV proton								14x1017 eV Nitrogen
=	14	superposition	of	

1017eV	proton	(nucleon)	

observation	altitude

#	of	electrons												1	(norm.)																		>14																														14																																					
#	of	muons 1	(norm.)																		~14																												~14
Xmax log(1)	(norm.)											log(14)																							log(1)
Intensity	of	Fluor.					1	(norm.)																					14																													14

Xmax

7(E,A)	degeneracy	are	usually	solved	by	(Ifluor,	<Xmax>)	or	(Ne,	Nmu)	observables



Cosmic-ray	measurements	and	
hadronic	interaction

KASCADE	Grande,	Astropart.	Phys.,	47	(2013)	54-66

Interpretations	rely	on	the	MC	predictions	with	an	assumed	hadronic	interaction	model

E ¼ ð7.9# 0.3Þ × 1019 eV and Xmax ¼ 762# 2 g=cm2,
respectively, where the uncertainties are statistical only.
The Xmax distributions after event selection are shown

in Fig. 12. These are the “raw” distributions [fobsðXrec
maxÞ in

Eq. (4)] that still include effects of the detector resolution
and the acceptance. Electronically readable tables of the
distributions, as well as the parameters of the resolution and
acceptance, are available at [89]. A thorough discussion of
the distributions can be found in an accompanying paper
[94], where a fit of the data with simulated templates for
different primary masses is presented.
In this paper we will concentrate on the discussion of

the first two moments of the Xmax distribution, hXmaxi and
σðXmaxÞ, which are listed in Table IV together with their
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The statistical
uncertainties are calculated with the parametric bootstrap
method. For this purpose, the data are fitted with Eq. (4)
assuming the functional form suggested in [76] as fðXmaxÞ.
Given this parametric model of the true Xmax distribution,
realizations of the measurement are repeatedly drawn from
Eq. (4) with the number of events being equal to the ones
observed. After application of the Λη analysis described in
Sec. VII B, distributions of Xmax and σðXmaxÞ are obtained
from which the statistical uncertainties of the measured
moments are estimated.
A comparison of the predictions of the moments from

simulations for proton- and iron-induced air showers to
the data is shown in Fig. 13. The simulations have been
performed using the three contemporary hadronic inter-
action models that were either tuned to recent LHC data
(QGSJetII-04 [95,96], Epos-LHC [97,98]) or found in good
agreement with these measurements (Sibyll2.1 [81], see
[99]). It is worth noting that the energy of the first data

point in Fig. 13 corresponds to a center-of-mass energy that
is only four times larger than the one currently available at
the LHC (

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 8 TeV). Therefore, unless the models have

deficiencies in phase-space regions that are not covered
well by LHC measurements, the uncertainties due to the
extrapolation of hadronic interactions to the lower energy
threshold of this analysis should be small. On the other
hand, the last energy bin at hlgðE=eVÞi ¼ 19.62 corre-
sponds to a center-of-mass energy that is a factor of about
40 higher than the LHC energies and the model predictions
have to be treated more carefully.
Comparing the energy evolution of hXmaxi for data

and simulations in Fig. 13 it can be seen that the slope
of the data is different than what would be expected for
either a pure-proton or pure-iron composition. The change
of hXmaxi with the logarithm of energy is usually referred
to as elongation rate [17–19],

D10 ¼
dhXmaxi

d lgðE=eVÞ
: ð9Þ

Within the superposition model, where it is assumed that a
primary nucleus of mass A and energy E can be to a good
approximation treated as a superposition of A nucleons of
energy E0 ¼ E=A, the elongation rate is expected to be the
same for any type of primary. Any deviation of an observed
elongation rate from this expectation D̂10 can be attributed
to a change of the primary composition,

D10 ¼ D̂10

"
1 −

dhlnAi
d lnðE=eVÞ

#
: ð10Þ

A single linear fit of hXmaxi as a function of lgðEÞ does
not describe our data well (χ2=ndf ¼ 138.4=16). Allowing

FIG. 13. Energy evolution of the first two central moments of the Xmax distribution compared to air-shower simulations for proton and
iron primaries [80,81,95–98].
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In order to parametrize the dependence of the resolution of the
experiment on the true sizes, a possible bias in the charged particle
and muon number reconstruction must first be corrected by using
appropriate correction functions Cbias

ch and Cbias
l , respectively, deter-

mined based on the simulations. The correction is typically in the
order of less than 10%. The distributions of the remaining devia-
tions between the reconstructed (and bias corrected) and true
shower sizes are depicted in Fig. 4 for the charged particle number
(left panel) and for the muon number (right panel), in case of dis-
crete exemplary true shower size intervals (corresponding to about
30 PeV to 40 PeV primary energy). Since the resolution does not
differ significantly between different primaries, in order to increase
statistics, the simulations for the five primary particles can be com-
bined to a mixed composition set serving for the parametrization.

In Fig. 5, the measured shower size plane is compared to the
probabilities given by the final response matrix taking into account
the entire parametrizations, i.e. that of the intrinsic shower fluctu-

ations as well as that of the properties of the experiment. Shown

are some isolines representing the cells log10ðN
rec
ch Þ; log10ðN

rec
l Þ

! "

i

of the data plane with constant probability (from the inner13 to
the outermost isoline: 0:1;0:05 and 10#4 probability density). For
reasons of clarity, only the results for two exemplary primaries are
illustrated: protons and iron nuclei. The isolines, which correspond
to the log10ðN

rec
ch Þ-log10ðN

rec
l Þ combinations with a probability of

10#4, represent the smallest probability value just considered in
the response matrix after its conditioning. As can be seen, these out-
er isolines cover almost all measured data; hence, the minimal prob-
ability is not set too large.

4. Error propagation

The determination of the elemental energy spectra will be sub-
jected to influences of different error sources. They can roughly be
classified in four categories (cf. [17] for details):

(i) Statistical uncertainties due to the limited measurement time:
Due to the limited exposure, the measured data sample will
suffer from unpreventable statistical uncertainties, which
are expected to be Poisson distributed. These uncertainties
will be propagated through the applied unfolding algorithm
and are usually amplified thereby. The statistical uncertain-
ties can be determined by means of a frequentist approach:
The measured two-dimensional shower size plane is consid-
ered as probability distribution. Based on a random genera-
tor, a couple of artificial data sets are generated, which are
unfolded individually. The spread of the solutions represents
a good estimate for the statistical uncertainty due to the lim-
ited measurement time.

(ii) Systematic bias induced by the unfolding method: In the con-
text of the convergence properties of the iterative unfolding
algorithms, small numbers of iteration steps will on the one
hand reduce the amplification of the statistical uncertainties
of the data sample, and on the other hand will result in a
solution that is deviating from the exact one. In case of the
regularized techniques it is similar, since the regularization
damps oscillations, but, conversely, results in a biased solu-
tion. In this work, the number of iteration steps, respectively
the regularization parameter, is chosen such that an optimal
balance between the statistical uncertainties and the sys-
tematic bias is achieved. The bias can be estimated based
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Fig. 4. The distribution of the deviations between the reconstructed (bias corrected) and true shower sizes in case of charged particles (left, exemplarily for the interval
6:6 < log10ðN

tru
ch Þ < 6:7) and of muons (right, exemplarily for the interval 5:7 < log10ðN

tru
l Þ < 5:8), as well as the determined parametrization (curves). To increase the available

simulation statistics, a mixed composition is used.
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Fig. 5. A comparison between the measured shower size distribution (grey
histogram) and some isolines with log10ðN

rec
l Þ-log10ðN

rec
ch Þ combinations of constant

probability according to the parametrizations (from the inner to the outermost line
10%, 5% and 0.01%). This is illustrated exemplarily for protons as well as iron nuclei,
and in case of six energy bins (labelled below each isoline set).

13 In case of smaller energies, the widths of the probability distributions are as large
that there are no individual probabilities larger than 0.1 or even 0.05, such that the
inner isolines are missing in these cases.

58 W.D. Apel et al. / Astroparticle Physics 47 (2013) 54–66

Response	(color	contours)	was	calculated	using	
QGSJET	II-02	+	FLUKA	2002.4	
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Effect	to	<Xmax>
(R.Ulrich et	al.,	PRD,	83	(2011)	054026)

base	model	:	SIBYLL	2.1
no	modification	E<1015eV	
f19 parameter	defines	smooth					

modification	E>1015eV

ex) f19 =0.8,	80%	at	1019eV
f19=1.2	120%	at	1019eV

Artificial	modification	of	parameters

9



Effect	to	<Xmax>
(R.Ulrich et	al.,	PRD,	83	(2011)	054026)

Cross	section
Multiplicity
Elasticity
Charge	ratio

10



Effect	to	<Xmax>
(R.Ulrich et	al.,	PRD,	83	(2011)	054026)

Cross	section
Multiplicity
Elasticity
Charge	ratio

11

Reasonable	range	of	f19	is	unknown
Effects	of	spectra,	nuclear	effect	are	unknown
(difficult	to	modify	a	single	parameter	like	f19)

Experimental	data	by	accelerators	as	much	as	possible	are	important	



What	should	be	measured	at	colliders
multiplicity	and	energy flux	at	LHC	14TeV	collisions

pseudo-rapidity;	η=	-ln(tan(θ/2))
Multiplicity	 Energy	Flux

All	particles

neutral

Most	of	the	particles	are	produced	in	the	central	region
Most	of	the	energy	flows	into	very	forward	=	relevant	to	CR	air	shower

12



The	LHC	forward	experiment

ATLAS
LHCf Arm#1

LHCf Arm#2

140m

Two	independent	detectors	at	either	side	
of	IP1 (Arm#1,	Arm#2	)

Charged	particles (+)
Beam

Charged	particles (-)

Neutral	
particles

Beam	pipe

96mm

ü All	charged	particles	are	swept	by	dipole	magnet
ü Neutral	particles	(photons	and	neutrons)	arrive	at	LHCf
ü η>8.4	(to	infinity)	is	covered 13



LHCf	Detectors

LHCf	Arm#1	Detector
20mmx20mm+40mmx40mm
4	XY	SciFi+MAPMT

LHCf Arm#2	Detector
25mmx25mm+32mmx32mm
4	XY	Silicon	strip	detectors

ü Imaging	sampling	shower	calorimeters
ü Two	calorimeter	towers	in	each	of	Arm1	and	Arm2	
ü Each	tower	has	44	r.l.	of	Tungsten,16	sampling	scintillator	and	4	position	

sensitive	layers	
ü Plastic	scintillators	=>	GSO	scintillators,	SciFi =>	GSO	bars	in	Run2

14



Event	categories	of	LHCf

π0 photon
Pi-zero	event
(photon	pair)

Single	photon	
event

Leading	baryon
(neutron)

Multi	meson	production

Single	hadron	
event

LHCf calorimeters

π0 photon

15



EPOS 7TeV p-p photon

8.9

8.2

7.6

7.26.65.3

〜pz

photon	(predominantly	π0 decay)	cross	section	at	7TeV	p-p	collision

16



LHCf	(RHICf)	History
ü2004	LOI	submitted	to	CERN
ü2006	TDR	approved	by	CERN
ü2009	First	data	taking	at	√s=900GeV	p-p	collision
ü2010	√s=7TeV	p-p	collision
ü2013	√s=2.76TeV	p-p	&	√sNN=5TeV	p-Pb collisions
ü2015	√s=13TeV	p-p	collision
ü2016	√sNN=8.1TeV	p-Pb collision		
ü2017	√s=510GeV	p-p collision	as	RHICf

17



Publications

Photon
(EM	shower)

Neutron	
(hadron	
shower)

π0		(limited	
acceptance)

π0			(full	
acceptance) Performance

Beam	test
NIM, A671	
(2012)	129-

136

JINST,	9	(2014)	
P03016

0.9TeV p-p
PLB,	715

(2012)	298-
303 IJMPA,	28	

(2013)	1330036
7TeV	p-p

PLB,	703	
(2011)	128-

134

PLB,	750	
(2015)	360-

366

PRD,	86
(2012)	092001	

PRD, 94	(2016)	
032007	2.76TeV	p-p PRC, 89	(2014)	

0652095.02TeV	p-Pb

13TeV	p-p Preliminary Analysis	in	progress

physics	results

performance	results
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FIG. 5: (color online). Experimental combined pz spectra of the LHCf detector (filled circles) in p+p collisions at
p
s = 7TeV.

Shaded rectangles indicate the total statistical and systematic uncertainties. The predictions of hadronic interaction models
are shown for comparison (see text for details.)
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FIG. 6: (color online). Experimental pT spectra of the LHCf detector (filled circles) in p + p collisions at
p
s = 2.76TeV.

Shaded rectangles indicate the total statistical and systematic uncertainties. The predictions from hadronic interaction models
are shown for comparison (see text for details.)

π0 pz spectra	in	7TeV	p-p	collisions
(PRD,	94	(2016)	032007)

19Comparison	with	models	developed	for	CR	physics	except	PYTHIA



𝜋0 in	7TeV	p-p	collision	
LHCf and	models

20



𝜋0 in	7TeV	p-p	collision	
LHCf and	models	(ratio	to	data)

EPOS-LHC/LHCf	data

QGSHET	II-04/LHCf	data SIBYLL	2.1/LHCf	data
Pz0														1TeV													2TeV												3TeV

PT
1GeV

0.5GeV

0GeV

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

ratio
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√s	scaling	; π0	

ü Scaling	is	essential	to	extrapolate	beyond	LHC
ü (630GeV	−)	2.76TeV	– 7TeV

good	scaling	within	uncertainties
ü Wider coverage	in	y	and	pT with	13TeV	data
ü Wider	√s	coverage	with	RHICf experiment	in	

2017	at	√s=510GeV

22



√s	scaling;	Neutron	@	zero	degree

are the efficiency for the experimental cuts and are listed in
Table I. The errors were derived considering the
uncertainty in the parameter aðxFÞ in the Gaussian form
evaluated by HERA. There is no significant difference in
the result in case of using the ISR (exponential) pT

distribution.
The mean values of the simulated pT distributions in

each energy region are also listed in Table I. The cross
section was obtained after the correction of the energy
unfolding and the cut efficiency.

Table II summarizes all systematic uncertainties eval-
uated as the ratio of the variation to the final cross section
values. The absolute normalization error is not included in
these errors. It was estimated by BBC counts to be 9.7%
(22:9# 2:2 mb for the BBC trigger cross section).

The background contamination in the measured neutron
energy with the ZDC energy from 20 to 140 GeV for the
acceptance cut of r < 2 cm was estimated by the simula-
tion with the PYTHIA event generator. The background from
protons was estimated to be 2.4% in the simulation. The
systematic uncertainty in the experimental data was deter-
mined to be 1.5 times larger than this as discussed in
Sec. II B 3. Multiple particle detection in each collision
was estimated to be 7% with the r < 2 cm cut.

In the cross section analysis, we evaluated the beam
center shift described in Appendix A as a systematic
uncertainty. For the evaluation, cross sections were calcu-
lated in the different acceptances according to the result of
the beam center shift while requiring r < 2 cm, and the
variations were applied as a systematic uncertainty.

B. Result

The differential cross section, d!=dxF, for forward
neutron production in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV
was determined using two pT distributions: a Gaussian
form, as used in HERA analysis, and an exponential
form, used for ISR data analysis. The results are listed in
Table III and plotted in Fig. 13. We show the results for xF
above 0.45 since the data below 0.45 are significantly
affected by the energy cutoff before the unfolding. The
pT range in each xF bin is 0< pT < 0:11xF GeV=c from
Eq. (2) with the acceptance cut of r < 2 cm. The absolute
normalization uncertainty for the PHENIX measurement,
9.7%, is not included.

TABLE I. The expected pT for r < 2 cm, mean pT value with
the experimental cut, and the efficiency for the experimental cut
estimated by the simulation (Fig. 12). The errors were derived
considering the uncertainty in the parameter aðxFÞ in the
Gaussian form evaluated by HERA.

Neutron xF Mean pT (GeV=c) Efficiency

0.45–0.60 0.072 0:779# 0:014ð1:8%Þ
0.60–0.75 0.085 0:750# 0:009ð1:2%Þ
0.75–0.90 0.096 0:723# 0:006ð0:8%Þ
0.90–1.00 0.104 0:680# 0:016ð2:3%Þ

TABLE III. The result of the differential cross section
d!=dxFðmbÞ for neutron production in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
200 GeV. The first uncertainty is statistical, after the unfolding,
and the second is the systematic uncertainty. The absolute
normalization error, 9.7%, is not included.

hxFi Exponential pT form Gaussian pT form

0.53 0:243# 0:024# 0:043 0:194# 0:021# 0:037
0.68 0:491# 0:039# 0:052 0:455# 0:036# 0:085
0.83 0:680# 0:044# 0:094 0:612# 0:044# 0:096
0.93 0:334# 0:035# 0:111 0:319# 0:037# 0:123

TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties for the cross section mea-
surement. The absolute normalization error is not included in
these errors. The absolute normalization uncertainty was esti-
mated by BBC counts to be 9.7% (22:9# 2:2 mb for the BBC
trigger cross section).

Exponential pT

form
Gaussian pT

form

pT distribution 3%–10% 7%–22%
Beam center shift 3%–31%
Proton background 3.6%
Multiple hit 7%
Total 11%–33% 16%–39%
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FIG. 13 (color online). The cross section results for forward
neutron production in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV are
shown. Two different forms, exponential (squares) and Gaussian
(circles), were used for the pT distribution. Statistical uncertain-
ties are shown as error bars for each point, and systematic
uncertainties are shown as brackets. The integrated pT region
for each bin is 0< pT < 0:11xF GeV=c. Shapes of ISR results
are also shown. Absolute normalization errors for the PHENIX
and ISR are 9.7% and 20%, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Unfolded energy spectra of the small towers (η > 10.76) and the large towers (8.99 < η < 9.22 and 8.81 < η < 8.99). The yellow shaded areas show the Arm1 
systematic errors, and the bars represent the Arm2 systematic errors except the luminosity uncertainty. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Comparison of the LHCf results with model predictions at the small tower (η > 10.76) and large towers (8.99 < η < 9.22 and 8.81 < η < 8.99). The black markers and 
gray shaded areas show the combined results of the LHCf Arm1 and Arm2 detectors and the systematic errors, respectively. (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where dN("η, "E) is the number of neutrons observed in the 
each rapidity range, "η, and each energy bin, "E . L is the inte-
grated luminosity corresponding to the data set. The cross sections 
are summarized in Table 5. Fig. 7 shows the combined Arm1 and 
Arm2 spectra together with the model predictions. The experimen-
tal results indicate the highest neutron production rate compared 
with the MC models at the most forward rapidity. The QGSJET 
II-03 model predicts a neutron production rate similar to the ex-
perimental results in the largest rapidity range. However, the DP-
MJET 3.04 model predicts neutron production rates better in the 
smaller rapidity ranges. These tendencies were already found in 
the spectra before unfolding, and they are not artifacts of unfold-
ing.

The neutron-to-photon ratios (Nn/Nγ ) in three different rapid-
ity regions were extracted after unfolding and are summarized in 
Table 4. Here, Nn and Nγ are the number of neutrons and num-
ber of photons, respectively, with energies greater than 100 GeV. 
The numbers of photons were obtained from the previous anal-
ysis [9] and the same analysis for the pseudo-rapidity range of 
8.99–9.22 defined in this study. The experimental data indicate a 
more abundant neutron production rate relative to the photon pro-
duction than any model predictions studied here.

Table 4
Hadron-to-photon ratio for experiment and MC models. The number of neutrons 
with energies above 100 GeV was divided by the number of photons with ener-
gies above 100 GeV. The rapidity intervals corresponding to the small tower, Large 
tower A, and Large tower B are η > 10.76, 9.22 > η > 8.99, and 8.99 > η > 8.81, 
respectively.

Nn/Nγ Small Large A Large B

Data 3.05 ± 0.19 1.26 ± 0.08 1.10 ± 0.07

DPMJET 3.04 1.05 0.76 0.74
EPOS 1.99 1.80 0.69 0.63
PYTHIA 8.145 1.27 0.82 0.79
QGSJET II-03 2.34 0.65 0.56
SYBILL 2.1 0.88 0.57 0.53

5. Summary and discussion

An initial analysis of neutron spectra at the very forward region 
of the LHC is presented in this paper. The data were acquired in 
May 2010 at the LHC from 

√
s = 7 TeV proton–proton collisions 

with integrated luminosities of 0.68 nb−1 and 0.53 nb−1 for the 
LHCf Arm1 and Arm2 detectors, respectively.

The neutron energy spectra were analyzed in three different 
rapidity regions. The results obtained from the two independent 

LHCf
pT <	0.15	xF GeV/c
√s	=	7000	GeV	@LHC

ü PHENIX	explains	the	result	by	1	pion	exchange
ü More	complicated	exchanges	at	>TeV?
ü LHCf	data	at	900GeV,	2.76TeV	and	13TeV	to	be	analyzed
ü RHICf data	at	510GeV	will	be	added	in	2017 23



Only	highest	energy?

are the efficiency for the experimental cuts and are listed in
Table I. The errors were derived considering the
uncertainty in the parameter aðxFÞ in the Gaussian form
evaluated by HERA. There is no significant difference in
the result in case of using the ISR (exponential) pT

distribution.
The mean values of the simulated pT distributions in

each energy region are also listed in Table I. The cross
section was obtained after the correction of the energy
unfolding and the cut efficiency.

Table II summarizes all systematic uncertainties eval-
uated as the ratio of the variation to the final cross section
values. The absolute normalization error is not included in
these errors. It was estimated by BBC counts to be 9.7%
(22:9# 2:2 mb for the BBC trigger cross section).

The background contamination in the measured neutron
energy with the ZDC energy from 20 to 140 GeV for the
acceptance cut of r < 2 cm was estimated by the simula-
tion with the PYTHIA event generator. The background from
protons was estimated to be 2.4% in the simulation. The
systematic uncertainty in the experimental data was deter-
mined to be 1.5 times larger than this as discussed in
Sec. II B 3. Multiple particle detection in each collision
was estimated to be 7% with the r < 2 cm cut.

In the cross section analysis, we evaluated the beam
center shift described in Appendix A as a systematic
uncertainty. For the evaluation, cross sections were calcu-
lated in the different acceptances according to the result of
the beam center shift while requiring r < 2 cm, and the
variations were applied as a systematic uncertainty.

B. Result

The differential cross section, d!=dxF, for forward
neutron production in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV
was determined using two pT distributions: a Gaussian
form, as used in HERA analysis, and an exponential
form, used for ISR data analysis. The results are listed in
Table III and plotted in Fig. 13. We show the results for xF
above 0.45 since the data below 0.45 are significantly
affected by the energy cutoff before the unfolding. The
pT range in each xF bin is 0< pT < 0:11xF GeV=c from
Eq. (2) with the acceptance cut of r < 2 cm. The absolute
normalization uncertainty for the PHENIX measurement,
9.7%, is not included.

TABLE I. The expected pT for r < 2 cm, mean pT value with
the experimental cut, and the efficiency for the experimental cut
estimated by the simulation (Fig. 12). The errors were derived
considering the uncertainty in the parameter aðxFÞ in the
Gaussian form evaluated by HERA.

Neutron xF Mean pT (GeV=c) Efficiency

0.45–0.60 0.072 0:779# 0:014ð1:8%Þ
0.60–0.75 0.085 0:750# 0:009ð1:2%Þ
0.75–0.90 0.096 0:723# 0:006ð0:8%Þ
0.90–1.00 0.104 0:680# 0:016ð2:3%Þ

TABLE III. The result of the differential cross section
d!=dxFðmbÞ for neutron production in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
200 GeV. The first uncertainty is statistical, after the unfolding,
and the second is the systematic uncertainty. The absolute
normalization error, 9.7%, is not included.

hxFi Exponential pT form Gaussian pT form

0.53 0:243# 0:024# 0:043 0:194# 0:021# 0:037
0.68 0:491# 0:039# 0:052 0:455# 0:036# 0:085
0.83 0:680# 0:044# 0:094 0:612# 0:044# 0:096
0.93 0:334# 0:035# 0:111 0:319# 0:037# 0:123

TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties for the cross section mea-
surement. The absolute normalization error is not included in
these errors. The absolute normalization uncertainty was esti-
mated by BBC counts to be 9.7% (22:9# 2:2 mb for the BBC
trigger cross section).

Exponential pT

form
Gaussian pT

form

pT distribution 3%–10% 7%–22%
Beam center shift 3%–31%
Proton background 3.6%
Multiple hit 7%
Total 11%–33% 16%–39%
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FIG. 13 (color online). The cross section results for forward
neutron production in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV are
shown. Two different forms, exponential (squares) and Gaussian
(circles), were used for the pT distribution. Statistical uncertain-
ties are shown as error bars for each point, and systematic
uncertainties are shown as brackets. The integrated pT region
for each bin is 0< pT < 0:11xF GeV=c. Shapes of ISR results
are also shown. Absolute normalization errors for the PHENIX
and ISR are 9.7% and 20%, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Unfolded energy spectra of the small towers (η > 10.76) and the large towers (8.99 < η < 9.22 and 8.81 < η < 8.99). The yellow shaded areas show the Arm1 
systematic errors, and the bars represent the Arm2 systematic errors except the luminosity uncertainty. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Comparison of the LHCf results with model predictions at the small tower (η > 10.76) and large towers (8.99 < η < 9.22 and 8.81 < η < 8.99). The black markers and 
gray shaded areas show the combined results of the LHCf Arm1 and Arm2 detectors and the systematic errors, respectively. (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where dN("η, "E) is the number of neutrons observed in the 
each rapidity range, "η, and each energy bin, "E . L is the inte-
grated luminosity corresponding to the data set. The cross sections 
are summarized in Table 5. Fig. 7 shows the combined Arm1 and 
Arm2 spectra together with the model predictions. The experimen-
tal results indicate the highest neutron production rate compared 
with the MC models at the most forward rapidity. The QGSJET 
II-03 model predicts a neutron production rate similar to the ex-
perimental results in the largest rapidity range. However, the DP-
MJET 3.04 model predicts neutron production rates better in the 
smaller rapidity ranges. These tendencies were already found in 
the spectra before unfolding, and they are not artifacts of unfold-
ing.

The neutron-to-photon ratios (Nn/Nγ ) in three different rapid-
ity regions were extracted after unfolding and are summarized in 
Table 4. Here, Nn and Nγ are the number of neutrons and num-
ber of photons, respectively, with energies greater than 100 GeV. 
The numbers of photons were obtained from the previous anal-
ysis [9] and the same analysis for the pseudo-rapidity range of 
8.99–9.22 defined in this study. The experimental data indicate a 
more abundant neutron production rate relative to the photon pro-
duction than any model predictions studied here.

Table 4
Hadron-to-photon ratio for experiment and MC models. The number of neutrons 
with energies above 100 GeV was divided by the number of photons with ener-
gies above 100 GeV. The rapidity intervals corresponding to the small tower, Large 
tower A, and Large tower B are η > 10.76, 9.22 > η > 8.99, and 8.99 > η > 8.81, 
respectively.

Nn/Nγ Small Large A Large B

Data 3.05 ± 0.19 1.26 ± 0.08 1.10 ± 0.07

DPMJET 3.04 1.05 0.76 0.74
EPOS 1.99 1.80 0.69 0.63
PYTHIA 8.145 1.27 0.82 0.79
QGSJET II-03 2.34 0.65 0.56
SYBILL 2.1 0.88 0.57 0.53

5. Summary and discussion

An initial analysis of neutron spectra at the very forward region 
of the LHC is presented in this paper. The data were acquired in 
May 2010 at the LHC from 

√
s = 7 TeV proton–proton collisions 

with integrated luminosities of 0.68 nb−1 and 0.53 nb−1 for the 
LHCf Arm1 and Arm2 detectors, respectively.

The neutron energy spectra were analyzed in three different 
rapidity regions. The results obtained from the two independent 

“scaling”	is	a	key	to	extrapolate	beyond	the	LHC	energy

Figure 6: Beam pipe structure btween the DX magnet and the RHICf location.

assuming no beam crossing angle. Here the beam center, or neutral center, is defined as the
projection of the beam direction at the IP to the RHICf detector position. Vertical 0mm
is defined as the vertical position of the non-crossing beam center. The area indicated
in blue shows the effective aperture of the RHICf calorimeters for photon measurements,
while blue plus light blue shows the aperture for neutron measurements. This difference is
because the thickness of the beam pipe is sufficient to obscure photons, but not for hadrons.

The detector will be held by a manipulator that moves the detector vertically by remote
control. Definition of the other possible detector positions are shown in Fig.8. These
positions are assumed in Sec.4.2 to estimate the total operation time and statistics. Another
position, garage, is also defined so that the RHICf detector does not interfere the operation
of the ZDC.

3.2 Data acquisition

Each PMT signal from 32 sampling scintillators is fed to a discriminator and generates
hit signal when the pulse height exceeds a predefined threshold level. A shower trigger is
issued when any 3 successive layers generate hits and when the timing is synchronized with
a passage of a bunch directing to the RHICf detector. The hit signals are handled by a
FPGA module, there is flexibility in the event trigger. Possible options to be used are two
photon trigger with one photon in each calorimeter to enhance π0 events, deep (shallow)
shower trigger to enhance photon (hadron) events. Because of the transfer speed of the
VME system, the maximum data recording rate is limited to 1 kHz. Prescaling for events
with large cross sections will be applied. More detailed description of the LHCf trigger is
described in [14].

The trigger signal of the RHICf experiment is sent to STAR and STAR records its signal
accordingly. Once STAR accepts to record a RHICf trigger, STAR sends back a token of
the event for RHICf to identify the common event at the offline analysis. Preparation for
this data exchange is ongoing.

7

Moving up/down detectors 

• Controlled by the handle 
located on the upper side.  

• The movement is very slow 
and stable.  

• The detector was well fixed 
even in the middle position. 
The position was kept without 
any support.  

• The movable range of the 
detector was about 16.5 cm 

ü RHICf using	one	of	the	LHCf	
detectors	is	approved	for	
operation	in	2017	at	510GeV	p+p
collisions	at	RHIC	

ü Installation	and	commissioning	
are	on	going

LHCf	𝜋0,	PRD	(2016)
PHENIX	and	ISR	neutrons

PHENIX,	PRD,	88,	032006	(2013)

LHCf	neutrons
PLB	750	(2015)	360-366
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Summary
• Cosmic-ray	source	and	propagation	are	still	key	topic	of	
astrophysics
• Air	shower	observations	developed,	but	uncertainty	in	
the	hadronic	interaction	limits	the	interpretation
• Forward	production	(soft	interaction)	is	key
• LHCf	and	RHICf measure	forward	particle	production
• Hadron	physics	can	make	a	significant	contribution	to	
the	astrophysics	
• (Air	shower	observations	may	contribute	hadron	
physics,	or	new	physics)
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